Business school makes financial adjustments

By MONICA YANT and SANDY WIEGAND

Eliminating three advanced-level electives and increasing class sizes in introductory-level courses has allowed the College of Business Administration to make necessary financial adjustments for the spring semester.

The college's budget analysis was handled differently by each department, according to Dean John Keane. Bookkeeping and internal shifts in funding were the primary forms of adjustment.

Still, 25 percent of the adjustment was completed through alterations to course offerings, he said.

Of 150 sections offered, the college decided to drop three electives, Keane said. At the same time, one new advanced-level elective was added to offset the loss.

The effect of the course elimination will be "primarily miniscule" to the approximately 1,500 students in the college, according to Keane.

In addition, the college will offer two larger sections in the finance and marketing departments to be taught by the department chairmen.

Barry Keating will teach the larger Managerial Economics course, and Patrick Murphy will teach the increased Principles of Marketing. Both classes will have approximately 140 students each.

"The larger classes do not necessarily mean they're worse," Keane said. "It may very well mean they're better with the quality of instruction" students will receive from the department chairmen.

In all the departments, however, class offerings and sizes will be affected by the budget situation.

Accounting

The accounting department will be offering nine fewer sections this spring than last year, according to Kevin Misteicz, assistant chairman. Still, the department will attempt to accommodate the 400 majors and additional non-majors by offering slightly larger sections.

The department was able to add one section of Advanced Financial Accounting in the midst of cuts, he said.

While the department has decreased offerings, Misteicz said that increasing the remaining sections will allow the same number of students to be accommodated.

This spring the class size in Principles of Accounting I will increase to 60 students in four sections, up from approximately 40 students in six sections last spring, according to Misteicz.

see BUSINESS / page 4

Mestrovic's masterpiece

This cast bronze statue is part of a memorial honoring Ivan Mestrovic, a sculptor-in-residence at Notre Dame from 1955-1960. Mestrovic sculpted the statues designed by Frederick Beckman, professor emeritus of art, and donated by Eli and Helen Sturges.

English department financial woes compounded by budget situation

BY MEREDITH MCCUL- Lough, Assistant News Editor

The recent budget situation in the College of Arts and Letters has compounded the English department's already existing problems of limited course offerings and large enrollments, according to Joseph Buttigieg, John Robinson, department chairman, and associate chairman.

"We (the English department) have been fighting this battle for five years," said Robinson. "We warned the Administration this was coming."

"The problem was already there," Buttigieg continued. The $425,000 budget error will affect the department by "interrupting the progress we were making" as well as "raising" questions about the University's willingness to invest in the quality of Arts and Letters," he said.

Over the past five years, the demand for English courses has increased at a rapid rate, Buttigieg said.

He attributes this increase both to the rise in the number of English majors and to the Administration's decision to include a literature course as a University requirement.

The Accounting department will be offering nine fewer sections this spring than last year, according to Kevin Misteicz, assistant department chairman.

Still, the department will attempt to accommodate the 400 majors and additional non-majors by offering slightly larger sections.

The department was able to add one section of Advanced Financial Accounting in the midst of cuts, he said.

While the department has decreased offerings, Misteicz said that increasing the remaining sections will allow the same number of students to be accommodated.

This spring the class size in Principles of Accounting I will increase to 60 students in four sections, up from approximately 40 students in six sections last spring, according to Misteicz.

see BUSINESS / page 4

IUSB student shot outside of Commons

Observer Staff Report

An Indiana University-South Bend (IUSB) student was shot outside The Commons, 826 N. Edens St., early this morning.

The 23-year-old male victim was shot in the legs at approximately 12 a.m. and transported to St. Joseph Medical Center. He received at least three bullet wounds to the legs, according to his father, who spoke to The Observer from St. Joseph Medical Center.

It appears that robbery was a motive in the shooting, according to Chuck Hurley, assistant director of Notre Dame Security. The victim's empty wallet was found next to him after the shooting, according to his father.

The alleged suspects are two black males, according to the victim's father. Further description were unavailable, he said.

The incident occurred after the victim had left The Commons to eat pizza in his car. His father said the student was approached by the suspects, who tried to rob him.

A Keenan Hall resident who wished to remain anonymous said that when he found the victim he appeared to be vomiting. Upon further inspection the witness discovered the victim had been shot in the legs.

The victim appeared to go into shock and then blacked-out, according to the witness. The Keenan resident said he and his companions helped the victim lay back onto the hood of a car until help arrived.

The victim is a student at IUSB after spending last year at Holy Cross College, according to the his father. He is a resident of South Bend.

Further information was unavailable at press time.
INSIDE COLUMN

Things that care packages are made of

By now, all of our freshmen have experienced that unique phenomenon known as care packages—little boxes of goodies from home. The one I got last night contained Reese’s Pieces, dryer sheets, and brownies (which I think smell like dryer sheets, but were still delicious). Thanks, Mom.

Well, for all you parents reading this, here are the top ten things NDSM community parents should carry in their care packages. If your Mom or Dad don’t have a subscription to The Observer, clip this column and send it to them.

10. Chicken Soup. Pretty soon, it will be winter, which means head colds, runny noses, and flu. As any Mom or Grandma (including my own) can tell you, this dish can cure anything short of malaria (and you can carry an open cup of it in the halls without being fined).

9. Credit Cards. As many of the seniors’ parents can tell you, sending an American Express card once is a lot easier than putting up a weekly “Hi, folks. Please send money,” requests. And, if the kid gets out of line, you can send a house, the college, or the campus a report as stolen.

8. Coffee. College students have a strange habit of waking up on Saturday and Sunday mornings with some brutal headaches. One of the reasons for this is that many of them have endured a four-weekend, seven-days-a-week caffeine breakthrough. ‘Nuff said. (For those of you who have visited during a home football weekend, you who have visited during a home football weekend, you didn’t write it because they’re too busy studying, or they’re too busy partying.)

7. Postage Stamps. If you have been wondering why it’s been two months since you’ve received a letter from your dorm, the reason could be that over the last two months since Johnny or Mary has written home, it might be because stamps have gotten too expensive. Sending them postage stamps will save you that excuse. (If they tell you the reason they don’t write is because they’re too busy studying, don’t believe them for a second, unless they’re engineers, of course—)

6. Cables. These accumulate fast in a dormitory room (especially the ones with four or even six students). Even the neatest students soon realize they are causing a most foul mess everywhere all the time.

5. Pepto Bismol. Dining hall food six or seven days a week. ‘Nuff said. (For those of you who have visited during a home football weekend, NO, we don’t eat like that all the time.)

4. Cable TV. Despite our blockbuster contract with NRC (the Notre Dame Broadcasting Network), your kids have missed three Fighting Irish games because they didn’t have ESPN in their dorms.

3. Pizza Coupons. When my folks found out how I lived on Domino’s Pizza my freshman year, they sent tons of coupons, which were honest-to-God lifesavers sometimes. Also, see number 5 above.

2. Candles. I hate to burst some of my fellow columnists’ bubbles, but the likelihood of mold is causing a problem in some dorm rooms. This year’s Orange Bowl. Like it or not, sex is a fact of life, and should be treated as such.

1. Most important of all, SEND THEM YOUR LOVE! When the chips are down, knowing that your family back home is behind you all the way can get you anything through the aisles contained in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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WORLD

Japan snubbed by Jackson

Tokyo — They’re footing the bill, but Sony officials in Japan weren’t getting a chance today to watch the debut of Michael Jackson’s new music video. Jackson’s 11-minute “Black or White” video, from his upcoming “Dangerous” album, is premiering on television in the United States and in 26 other countries, but not in Japan. “We haven’t even received a master tape,” said Nakacho Kondo, an official at Epic-Sony Records, Jackson’s label in Japan. Sony renegotiated Jackson’s contract for a reported $50 million last spring and some analysts suggested the amount overestimated Jackson’s continued potential.

Croats add to Swiss unemployment

BERN, Switzerland — Switzerland’s unemployment rate rose to 1.5 percent in October, the highest level since World War II. In comparison, the U.S. unemployment rate for last month was 6.8 percent. September’s Swiss rate was 1.3 percent. Switzerland had nearly 41,000 registered jobless at the end of last month. About 45 percent were foreigners. Administration and office workers constituted the largest segment of unemployed. Adding to the unemployment rolls are seasonal Croats workers who Switzerland has allowed to stay because of fighting in Yugoslavia, the office’s deputy director Volker Kind said.

OF INTEREST

Photographer Steve Morlary will tell of the experiences of the people of El Salvador from ten years of a war funded by the U.S. and Spain. The September 11 attacks by the Taliban have increased the precariousness of the lives of the people there. Steve worked with the people of El Salvador for ten years, and now has a new book coming out. The book is called "Life After Terror." It will be available in October.

MARKET UPDATE

YESTERDAY’S TRADING/November 14

VOLUME IN SHARES

236,475,000

NYSE INDEX

3135.70

S&P COMPOSITE

1297.14

DOW JONES INDUSTRIALS

3,063.51

PRECIOUS METALS

GOLD

$1,610 and $3357.00.

SILVER

$2.86 to $3.96.

\[\text{showing Warren Miller's "Born to Ski" movie on Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m. at O'Laughlin Auditorium, Saint Mary's. Tickets are on sale in LaFortune and the O'Laughlin Box Office for $6.50.}\]

The Observers of the Future

ON THE TRASH IN HISTORY

In 1777: The Continental Congress approved the Articles of Confederation, a precursor to the Constitution of the United States.

In 1940: The first 75,000 men were called to armed forces duty under peacetime conscription.

In 1962: Funeral services were held in Moscow's Red Square for the late Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev.

In 1984: Baby Faal, the month-old infant who had received a baboon's heart to replace her own congenitally deformed one, died at a California medical center almost three weeks after the transplant.

TODAY

The weather outlook for today shows a high pressure system moving through the region, bringing clear skies and warm temperatures.
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"Glitch" delays sociology plans

By ANN MARIE HARTMAN
News Writer

The budget "glitch" and ensuing temporary hiring freeze in the College of Arts and Letters has delayed sociology plans in the sociology department, said Samuel Valenzuela, chairman.

"A famous sociologist described a situation similar to the hiring freeze as being in a tunnel with three lanes of traffic," said Valenzuela. "You are sitting in your car that is running fine, but the other two lanes have cars that are passing you by while you are unable to move."

According to Valenzuela, the budget problems have delayed the replacement of two faculty members that left last year. Now that the temporary hiring freeze has been lifted, the search for new faculty will resume, he added.

The sociology department currently employs 16 professors, at least 12 of which carry a partial load. He said Adjunct professors also aid in the load of courses and "are doing very successfully," he said.

Valenzuela said that the sociology department would like to add two more professors to the department, but the hiring freeze is still in effect. "The question presently on the minds of the department is whether or not the two positions we hoped to add are still available," said Valenzuela.

This spring the department will offer approximately 26 undergraduate classes. The most heavily populated classes are the freshman introductory courses, as well the two sections of the Marriage and Family class, he said.

"We like to keep our class sizes under 30 or under. In the case of Marriage and Family, the interest is there to provide at least one more section in addition to the two in existence," he said. "The Marriage and Family class size for each section is now at 40 and for the spring semester is closed."

Approximately 2,000 students are served each year by the sociology department, only 80 of which are majors. The number of majors is up from about 70 last spring, he said.

"We're trying to produce the 200 to 250 students we can with the money we have, but we do need more resources," said Valenzuela. "The freeze has come at a bad time. The department was within reach of a reasonable, well-balanced set of offerings with class sizes that are not humongous."

However, the budget problem has put this goal of being well-balanced on hold, he said.

By ERIN KELLERLEH and MARA DIVIS
News Writers

Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students marched in the "Take Back the Night" demonstration last night, in a symbolic effort to increase awareness of violence against women. According to Catherine Sheehy, an organizer of the event, "It was a march to literally and symbolically reclaim places and spaces that have been stolen from us, that have been violated, that have been desecrated."

The group of 75 walkers started at Saint Mary's loading courtyard and walked along Saint Mary's road to the Grotto, then up to the Notre Dame Alliances for Justice and Peace. The group then walked along the Saint Mary's loading courtyard and met at the Saint Mary's loading courtyard, where they took part in a "glitch" ceremony. They then left for Saint Mary's and walked along Saint Mary's to the Grotto, where they held a reflection service.

The group then walked to O'Shaughnessy Hall, where they began a "glitch" ceremony. The group then walked to the Notre Dame Alliances for Justice and Peace, where the group held a reflection service. The group then walked to the Saint Mary's loading courtyard, where they held a reflection service.

The group then walked to the Saint Mary's loading courtyard, where they held a reflection service. The group then walked to the Saint Mary's loading courtyard, where they held a reflection service.
Revenge-minded postal worker opens fire in post office

ROYAL OAK, Mich. (AP) — A fired postal worker who colleagues said had vowed revenge on his superiors sprayed his former post office with bullets from a semi-automatic weapon Thursday, killing three employees and wounding six, according to authorities.

Employees said Thomas McLavine, 31, of Oak Park, then turned the rifle on himself. He and three of his victims were hospitalized in critical condition, authorities said.

McLavine was fired last year for misconduct fraud and had appealed his dismissal, according to postal service spokesman Lou Eberhardt in Washington. An arbitrator upheld the firing Wednesday.

"Everybody said if he didn't get his job back, he was going to come in and shoot," postal worker Rob Gibbs said. "Everyone was talking about it."

The gunman "was crazy. He was a waiting time bomb," said a former postal worker Mark Mitchell, who served with McLavine in the Marine Corps in the early 1980s. He had just boxed his car," Mitchell said of McLavine, who was a lance corporal.

Post offices have been the scene of several shootings in recent years. Last month, a fired postal worker killed two people in a post office, authorities said. Postal workers also died in shootings in Oklahoma and California.

McLavine's threats were "serious. They were not directed to forwarded Postal service authorities, and the suspect's "contemplated homicide" in a dispute with other employees led to revocation of his concealed weapons permit for hunting and targeting last spring, Oakland County Prosecutor Thompson said.

Postal inspector Art Van.depette said the Postal Service did what it could to prevent the potential for tragedy, short of sealing off the post office. Doors with combination locks were installed in the loading dock area about three months ago, he said. Postal workers said some postal workers were injured jumping from windows to escape the gunfire that began shortly before 9 a.m.

The gunman opened fire in at least three different areas, beginning with a loading dock where at least three people were shot, fire Chief Bill Crouch said.

He then moved to an upstairs office, shooting another three employees, before walking to the opposite end of the building and firing several more rounds, including himself.

"I don't think anyone can characterize something like this except chaos," Crouch said. "When something like this happens you don't believe it. I don't know what the world's coming to."
By STEVE ZAVESTOSKI

The College of Arts and Letters Core program has remained untouched by the recent budget crisis which has affected numerous other departments.

"We haven't scrimped because of any budget crisis," according to Alven Neiman, assistant dean and assistant professional specialist of the Arts and Letters Core.

The Core program will drop one section for next semester not for budget reasons but simply for practical purposes, he said. The section, which does not have enough students, will be absorbed by the remaining 35 sections.

These sections will consist of approximately 20 students each. According to Neiman, the department has been able to increase in size as the College of Arts and Letters has grown.

The program was an offshoot of a Great Books Seminar required of all juniors in Arts and Letters, he said. In 1979 a greater emphasis was placed on social issues and the course became what is now known as the Arts and Letters Core course.

"In 1979, there were only twenty sections of the course," said Neiman. He added that, although the department has expanded to accommodate the increase in popularity, such expansion has meant hiring more adjuncts to teach some of the sections.

"Ideally, we'd like to have tenured professors in a class with a small group of students," Neiman said, "but we hold our heads up high with any teacher we put in the classroom." He said that everyone in the program holds a master's.

Neiman does not see any problems for the Core program in the future. He said the faculty and the administration realize the importance of the program and will make the necessary effort to continue it as a traditional interdisciplinary course.

Economies department makes no cuts despite budget dilemma

By COLLEEN GANNON

The Notre Dame economics department has not made any cuts due to the College of Arts and Letters' budget crisis, but does suffer from the sequestration from underfunding, according to Charles Craypo, chairman.

The number of faculty reflects the budget constraints. "We think we need additional faculty to carry out the teaching mission as the way it should be carried out," Craypo said. An increase in faculty is needed to reduce class size and to enable the department to offer more courses.

"Our teaching priority now would be upper division undergraduate courses, to have more of them and to try to offer more sections," said Craypo. He finds class size an important factor especially in theory classes where discussion is crucial.

"We have to give priority to courses that are required and courses that generally have high enrollment," he said. If one must choose between a 400-level course and a required course in a time of constraint, said Craypo, one has put the instructor in the required course.

"We are able to meet all of our obligations in both areas (undergraduate and graduate). By having done so, we are stretched a little thin for a few classes," he explained.

The economics class sizes in the upper-level courses have remained the same. The average capacity for 400-level courses was 28 students for both spring 1991 and spring 1992.

The class size for the Principles of Economics I has increased. The increase is the result of a choice made by the department, not a result of the budget.

The department replaced graduate students with senior teaching faculty in Principles in Economics I and Introduction to Economics.

Craypo said problems exist with having graduate students teach all the Principles sections. "The quality of the teaching (by graduate students) is uneven because they have very different levels of experience and ability," he explained.

"We would like to have faculty teaching all of these courses, probably with large sections that had break-downs for discussion," he said.

The economics department also offers the Principles course to students in the College of Business. "What we would like to do is get senior faculty into the business school Principles courses as well and use graduate students in discussion sections," Craypo stated.

"I think the story of the department is basically that to do the teaching mission as it should be done would require more faculty," he concluded.

The department does not currently have any tenured faculty members, the waiting list for any faculty increases next year.

Despite the need for an increase in faculty members, the budget constraints do not affect the economics department, according to Craypo.

The number of adjunct professors and graduate students teaching classes has not increased.

"We ought to be applauded and given more funding," he said. He added that the Core Course is looking at the possibility of being funded directly from donors.

"If the system is institutionalized, donors could give their money directly to the Core program instead of having their money trickle down into a number of different departments," he said.

Neiman is confident, however, that the Core Course is not jeopardized by the budget crisis. "Even if Arts and Letters does have to cut back, there has been enough of a budget here in the Core Course," he said.
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**SECURITY BEAT**

**SUNDAY, NOV. 10**

11:00 a.m. A Witchita, Kansas resident said his Ford Taurus was stolen from the car park near the 0.2nd floor.

11:30 a.m. A Notre Dame Security Officer reported an fire in the basement of Keenan Hall. The Notre Dame Fire Department arrived and extinguished the fire.

5:35 p.m. An injured student was transported by Notre Dame Security from the JACC to the local hospital.

**MONDAY, NOV. 11**

1:00 a.m. A Finger Hall resident reported the theft of his license plate from his vehicle, which was parked in the 0.6th floor.

2:15 a.m. A Notre Dame Security Officer assisted the Fire Department at an emergency in Keenan Hall. The Notre Dame Fire Department arrived and extinguished the fire.

9:30 a.m. An off campus student reported the theft of a backpack from the Alumni Center.

12:30 p.m. A St. Joseph's Hall resident reported the theft of his backpack.

4:48 p.m. Notre Dame Security and Fire Department treated an at 5 P.M. resident from the 0.16th floor for St. Joseph's Medical Center.

5:09 p.m. A minor was accident occurred in the LaFortune Hall parking lot.

10:48 p.m. A Finger Hall resident reported receiving harassing phone calls.

11:30 p.m. An off campus student reported the theft of her unlatched bicycle from the LaFortune Student Center.

**TUESDAY, NOV. 12**

7:00 a.m. A University employee reported her car stolen from the garage of her home.

1:00 p.m. Notre Dame Security and Fire Department treated an ill student for St. Joseph Medical Center.

7:45 p.m. A University employee reported the theft of her car in the garage of her home.

10:48 p.m. A student reported her car stolen from the garage of her home.

---

Happy 20th Birthday

11/16 K.T. Meaney

We Miss You!!

Mom, Dad, & Heather

---

**THE F**

**MIRACLE WORKER**

BY WILLIAM GIBSON

Wednesday, November 13 8:10 p.m.
Thursday, November 14 8:10 p.m.
Friday, November 15 8:10 p.m.
Saturday, November 16 8:10 p.m.
Sunday, November 17 3:10 p.m.

Reserve seats $7

Student and senior citizen discounts are available for Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday performances. Tickets are available at the door or in advance at the LaFortune Student Center ticket office. MasterCard and Visa orders call 239-8128.

---

**Night**

continued from page 3

"It was one of the few good things both campuses can get together and do," said Debbie Wunder, member of the Saint Mary's Senior Board. "Whether you're a guy or girl, you can be intimidated. This is meant to stop that.

Leaders were also impressed with the male turnout at the event.

"They are setting an example for the rest of the school community," Sheehy said. "The men realize that safety is not just a woman's issue."

Notre Dame faculty member Eulogio Espino said that he wanted to show his support for women. "I came because I wanted to show my support to the women's struggle," he said. "Being here will have a positive effect on others."

The demonstration was sponsored by Saint Mary's and Notre Dame CARE groups, the SMC Women's Alliance, and the SMC and ND Alliances for Justice and Peace.

---

**271-1777**

FREE DELIVERY

PAPA JOHN'S PREDICTION:

NOTRE DAME 27 PENN STATE 24

---

**WASHINGTON HALL**

New Hours

M-Th 11:00 am - 1:00 am
F-Sat 11:00 am - 3:00 am
Sun 12:00 pm - 12:00 am
Davis: Germany takes on new role as C. Europe. Leader

Germany has taken on a new role as the economic leader of Central Europe, and has become the major trading partner of many of the major pillars of apartheid. The country’s basic structure cannot be wished away overnight,” Mupumwana said.

Mupumwana, a member of the Federal of Ethiopia of the Anglican Church of the Province of Southern Africa, discussed the violence associated with the system of Apartheid last night at the Center for Social Concerns.

He was critical of the term "black-on-black violence," a racist myth that obscures the truth. This idea has been used by the South African government to further its own ends, he added.

"The phrase black-on-black introduces an aura of the exotic and allows the South African government to say it fears interfering in the disputes of tribal warriors," Mupumwana said. "No one considers what is going on in Northern Ireland to be 'white-on-white violence.'" Mupumwana blamed much of the violence occurring in the townships on the South African government, saying, "clearly, there are power interests behind the violence." Despite the recent trend toward the left in governmental policy, right-wing groups remain strong and can influence important decisions.

There has been tacit, even active, encouragement of violence by the government, he said. Recently, it was revealed that the black-leaders of the African National Congress's (ANC) rival, the Inkatha movement, and its leader, Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, have been involved in the violence.

"The government helped promote the image of black-on-black violence at no political cost. Any violence that undermines the liberation movement is welcome," Mupumwana said. He said that the ANC wants a white referendum, for which it was prepared to deal with issues currently at hand, an event that might take place by the end of the month. The ANC hopes to hold elections to select a mandated constitutional assembly which would then draft a constitution and create an interim government directly accountable to the assembly.

"The whole nation would take responsibility with the government in the dismantling of apartheid," said Mupumwana.

The South African government has stated that it wants no change on the national assembly, but an organization governed by consensus, which would be nearly impossible to reach in such a divided country, he said. In addition, the government wants a white referendum with veto power over anything agreed upon by such an organization.

With such measures, Mupumwana said, "I wonder how serious the government can be." The future of South Africa is in doubt. As Mupumwana said, "no oppressive government has ever removed itself from power. He urged the international community, the West, to renew its commitment, in particular, to continue to impose sanctions upon South Africa.

"Sanctions are the only things that can be done with the least disruption," he said.

Mupumwana, in his early 30s, was an intimate of Stephen Biko, and worked with others to raise consciousness about black dignity. He was imprisoned and tortured for his beliefs. He became a pastor of 16 congregations in the Anglican church.

In 1986, Mupumwana partici­pated in a graduate exchange program with Notre Dame, leaving the University of Cape Town for a year.

The lecture was sponsored by the African Students Association and Student Union Board.

By BILL ALBERTINI
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HEAD COACH LOU HOLTZ
INVITES NOTRE DAME ALUMNI, STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
TO JOIN HIM IN SUPPORT OF THE
FIRST ANNUAL
SOUTH BEND CENTER FOR THE HOMELESS
CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 4 11:30 A.M.
CENTURY CENTER, SOUTH BEND

Since the founding of South Bend's Center for the Homeless in 1988, the Notre Dame community has embraced the Center as an opportunity for students, faculty, staff and alumni to reach out in the spirit of Jesus to the less fortunate of Michiana. Lou Nanni, a Notre Dame alumnus and member of the University's Board of Trustees, is the Center's director. University administrators serve on the Center's board. Students, faculty and staff members volunteer their time to minister to the Center's residents. Notre Dame alumni have served on the Center's staff and been among its early benefactors.

Now friends of the Center, including Coach Lou Holtz and other members of the University community, are joining in the inauguration of a splendid new holiday tradition: the first annual Center for the Homeless Christmas Luncheon. This event will play a pivotal role in enabling the Center to meet the vital needs of the homeless during the coming winter.

Staffed by 10 people assisted by some 400 volunteers each month, the Center is equipped with 135 beds in three residential areas--for men, for women and for families. During the first nine months of 1991, it has provided 17,605 nights' lodging and more than 33,000 meals. Even in this year's mild Michiana autumn, the Center has averaged 85 guests each night . . . and the number will increase dramatically as the weather grows colder.

In addition, some 100 needy people each day use Center services including mental health counseling, medical and dental care, job placement, outpatient treatment for mental illness and chemical dependency, parental counseling programs, preschool and G.E.D. classes, and legal aid.

The Center depends entirely on community volunteers and generosity--on people like you--to offer the homeless these gifts of hospitality, compassion, and respect.

By your presence or by your support, please join the Notre Dame and Michiana communities on December 4 . . . in the spirit of the Christ Child . . . in celebration of the gift of giving.

YES, I plan to join Coach Holtz December 4 in support of Michiana's homeless. Please reserve:

_____ tables of eight at $240 per table
_____ individuals at $30 per reservation

I'M UNABLE TO ATTEND the December 4 luncheon, but please accept my gift of $____ to the Center for the Homeless

(Please make checks payable to the Center for the Homeless)

813 South Michigan St., South Bend, IN 46601

NAME ____________________________________________

COMPANY NAME __________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________

CITY ____________________ STATE ______ ZIP ________

PHONE ______________________

---Contributions to the Center for the Homeless are tax deductible---
Notre Dame to broadcast preschool TV via satellite

Special to Observer

The emotional and educational development of preschoolers will be the subject of a University of Notre Dame Alumni Association program to be telecast live nationwide via satellite Sunday, Nov. 17.

"I'm Me and I'm Special: Your Preschooler's Start to a Happy Life" will be broadcast from 2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m. EST to some 17 million cable television viewers via satellite to Notre Dame alumni audiences and others at 100 sites across the country.

The interactive program will include call-in questions from viewers at home and in group settings.

Cable systems that carry the Vision Interfaith Satellite Network (VISN) will broadcast the teleconference as part of their regular programming. In addition, 37 other cable companies will carry the telecast on a special basis. Viewers should consult local guides for the time and channel of the telecast in their area.

Originating from the Notre Dame campus, the program will feature a panel discussion focusing on such issues as self-esteem, discipline, standards for success and the learning environment. It will be the third such telecast presented by Notre Dame and the first in a three-part series on preschool television.

"We're the only University in the country to provide educational programming for alumni through satellite television," said Kathleen Sullivan, director of alumni continuing education at Notre Dame.

"This program allows Notre Dame to carry on its greatest tradition: a commitment to learning and caring," said Sullivan. "We can bring Notre Dame programs off-campus to our alumni and to a broad spectrum of others throughout the country."

Panelists for the upcoming telecast include: Terri Kosik, the director of early childhood development at Saint Mary's College; Ruth Warren, a member of the National Council on Self-Esteem; and Thomas V. Morris, an associate professor of philosophy at Notre Dame and 1990 Indiana professor of the year.

The live program will be broken into three segments encompassing 15 minutes of discussion by the panelists followed by 10 minutes of questions called in by viewers.

Notre Dame alumni clubs, educational organizations, Catholic parishes and other groups will participate directly in the program at some 100 sites nationwide. These groups will receive the program by direct satellite link. Many will offer in-site discussions immediately afterward with experts in the field.

The first two telecasts in the Notre Dame Alumni Association's Continuing Education series focused on marriage. The upcoming program on preschools will be followed by a telecast on elementary schoolchildren March 8 and on teenagers in November 1992.

'Tis the season...

By JOAN CATALANO
Saint Mary's News Writer

The proposal for a parital change at Saint Mary's College may be submitted to the Seniors' Office meeting next Tuesday.

The Saint Mary's Residence Hall Association (RHA) last night discussed the possible extension of paritals. The proposal was to have paritals from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., seven days a week. The next meeting will be Tuesday, Nov. 19. The Coffeehouse, located in Augusta Hall, will be a question and answer session on eating disorders.

Plans for Spring 1992 semester were also discussed last night. There will be a residence hall division in indoor soccer, women's volleyball and softball. There will be interhall competations and intrahall olympics. A bowling night is also planned.
***LETTERS TO THE EDITOR***

**Duke candidacy shows voters’ frustrations**

A headline on a recent front page of the Washington Post Weekly proclaimed, “The American Voter—Dismayed, Depressed, Disgusted.” This statement seems to successfully capture the apathy and frustration that is running through a country of voters who are fed up with the system and the politicians who have placed the United States in the situation this is in today.

Such frustration is leading the American voter to support such politicians as Louisiana’s gubernatorial candidate David Duke. Duke, former grand wizard of the Ku Klux Klan and founder of the National Association for the Advancement of White People, is running a very close second to former governor Edwin Edwards in Saturday’s run-off election. Duke has participated in activities which should have spelled political death for him, but instead he was elected to the Louisiana Legislature in 1989. Now he has a legitimate chance of being elected governor.

The American people, like the voters in Louisiana, are turning to candidates like Duke not necessarily because they approve of his supremacist history, but because they are tired of the politicians who have done nothing for them.

Duke offers a platform which appeals to those who are suffering under the strain of the recession. He is offering something that the incumbents are not, namely change. The people of Louisiana seem ready to take the risk of voting a professed racist into office in hopes that he will do something that the incumbents are not. Namely change something that the incumbents are not.

Aside from his contributions to the present-day popularity of basketball, Magic Johnson revolutionized the way in which the game is played. Never before had the NBA seen a 6’9” point guard. With the size of an all-star forward, Johnson nevertheless possessed the court savvy and the skills to become the best at the “little man’s” position. Furthermore, Magic’s assist wizardry set an example that players at all levels would follow; passing the ball became the hip thing to do. Magic Johnson’s illustrious career endures in the collective memory of a nation that adores its sports stars. Visions of Magic’s performance (42 pts., 15 rebs., 7 assists, played all five positions) in the sixth game of the 1980 NBA Finals burn through that NCAA championship.

As a result, Magic Johnson became the best player in the world. His career endures in the collective memory of a nation that adores its sports stars. Visions of Magic’s performance (42 pts., 15 rebs., 7 assists, played all five positions) in the sixth game of the 1980 NBA Finals burn through that NCAA championship.
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Beware of witch hunt against the ‘politically correct’

Andrew Cutrofello
Assistant Professor, Political Science

It is that you have to hide.

“Senator, I’ve never been sure...”

Yes, I’m sorry. I find this hard to believe, but I’m told by a member of my staff that this has been written by a liberal, and that it depicts a supposed ‘opposite’ where there are no white males. Professor, I will be honest with you. This is the kind of thing that gets written in the stomach. This was required reading?”

“You openly admit that you forced your students to purchase and to read a lesbian pamphlet. Then you have the audacity to say that you are not ‘politically correct’?”

“Senator—”

Let’s move on. You once presented a paper about the supposed benefits of—and I’ll have to quote you here—a lot of big, fancy, intellectual words like that. “They told me to watch our Emotions. They said, ‘Watch out, she’ll turn you to ash.’”

As a matter of fact, you’re facing south. Let’s not proceed with this Committee’s efforts to undermine the foundations of American Civilization.”

Andrew Cutrofello is a professor in philosophy at Saint Mary’s University. His columns appear every Friday.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Football team left field without saying goodbye

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank your sports staff for addressing the hurt felt in the stands as our football team left the field last Saturday without saying “Thank you”... without saying “Goodbye.”

I have never understood the hurt felt by this type of reaction. It is rejection for victory of something resembling a touchdown drive. I would like to believe that Notre Dame has always looked down upon my university—looked down upon dance around in self-glorification. Notre Dame always seems to be the one that shows up down is not due to a spectacular effort of a star running back.

Every Notre Dame touchdown is a result of a running back, a couple of great line backs that are already at go to help wide receivers, the recruiting staff, assistant coaches, and the spirit provided by a stadium full of fans and supporters that keep the program going and funding.

As was stated at one of the pep rallies this year, the relationship between the professors and students is very strong.

Ed Palmsino, Sophomore

Dear Editor:

Everyone knew it was coming. After the Irish’s heartbreaking 35-34 loss to Tennessee, we all could predict that someone would try to explain something. Sure enough, Sports Copy Editors Rich Szabo and Jennifer Marten brought the prophecy to fulfillment in Tuesday edition of The Observer.

It seems that the football squad did not salute the fans, but I am not sure what that means. I have always thought that the team should at least have the inner strength to raise their helmets to honor the fans for their support throughout the entire season. When you do, you are saluting the fans and letting them know that it’s a fair weather helmet salute.” Jennifer and Rich had a point.

What exactly are the fair weather fans here? According to our dynamic duo, the team “lost its leadership” and made the fans take the blame for the loss. “Who is blaming whom?”

Rich and Jennifer are the ones who are blaming us. We guessed they didn’t go to the game to watch the Irish win, but to watch the Irish win, and when the team didn’t, they were ‘hurt.’

We’re not happy with the loss, but also can understand how the players felt after that emotionally draining game. An appropriate analogy would be for a person to fail a final. That person doesn’t feel worthy. Like the players, we don’t feel like raising their helmet. Everyone knows the team gave a great effort—Go to a pop rally, and you’ll see what we mean. A true fan can understand and get over a loss without condemning the team. Maybe the team should have

Ed Palmsino, Sophomore

Dear Editor:

Fans should be thankful and appreciative
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Ed Palmsino, Sophomore

Sports writers’ column of the mark

Dear Editor:

The November 12 commentary written by Rich Szabo and Jennifer Marten regarding the team’s non-salute of the student section is a complete misrepresentation. Tennessee game was poorly written, far too whiny, and off the mark. First of their point could easily have been made in one-third of the entire column, yet the “Shamed players,” and I could go on. In fact, something to the effect of “Professor. I have the feeling the student body after every home game—oh and lose?”

The column is chock full of false generalizations.

I question, however, if such a salute would have in fact been appropriate after the easy victory. The team did the best they could but came up short in a rather maddening way. We all felt that. Accordingly, many of the students, who might have complained, would have “endured to the end,” instead endured straight for the exit in a manner that the players went for a day or two later.

To say, “The act was a total shock to the student body,” is a gross misrepresentation. There is simply no debate on that one. But then, to write that this non-actions “shamed players” has no effect on the fans is an insult to the team. Moreover, the implication “The act was a total shock to the student body” negates the whole point of the Szabo/Marten commentary. Think about it.

Lastly, I think that perhaps the column is also influenced by the sports copy editors is indicative of a larger problem in the current student body. You’ve been spoiled by five straight years of great teams. When your com-
weekend calendar

friday

MUSIC
Rick Benick and the Blades, Club Shenanigans, 10 p.m.

Motionettes, Club 23, 10 p.m.

XYZ Affair, Sneakers, 10 p.m.

EVENTS
"The Miracle Worker," Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

"Hansel & Gretel: An Old Tale Newly Told," O'Loughlin Auditorium, Saint Mary's, 8 p.m.

South Bend International Folk Dancers, The Clubhouse, Saint Mary's, 7:30 p.m.

saturday

MUSIC
The Starlets, Club Shenanigans, 10:00 p.m.

XYZ Affair, Sneakers, 10:00 p.m.

EVENTS
Hansel & Gretel: An Old Tale Newly Told, O'Loughlin Auditorium, Saint Mary's, 11 a.m. & 2:30 p.m.

ND vs Penn State, Beaver Stadium, 3:30 p.m.

"The Miracle Worker," Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

Proc Reuteris: By Gregory Nice Ashton, Solka, 2 p.m.

ND Choralke Concert, Sacred Heart, 8 p.m.

sunday

EVENTS
Opening and Reception: John Sherman, Solka, 2 p.m.

"The Miracle Worker," Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

"Hansel & Gretel: An Old Tale Newly Told," O'Loughlin Auditorium, Saint Mary's, 2:30 p.m.

ND Brass Ensemble Concert, Sacred Heart, 8 p.m.

films

FRIDAY
"Silence of the Lambs," Cushing Auditorium, 8 & 10:30 p.m.

"Truth or Dare," Annenburg Auditorium, 7:15 & 9:45 p.m.

SATURDAY
"Silence of the Lambs," Cushing Auditorium, 8 & 10:30 p.m.

"Truth or Dare," Annenburg Auditorium, 7:15 & 9:45 p.m.
strippin' in style

Partying at Penn State

By MATTHEW MOHS

Accident Writer

ow that the home football season is
over it is time for the social lives of
Penn State students to return to
its less hectic roots. Most students will spend
this weekend enjoying the comforts of
the South Bend nightlife or studying for
the final stretch. However, there will be some
brave souls making the nine
hour trip to State College,
Pennsylvania to see their Irish
team take on the Nittany Lions of
Penn State.

For most of these sojourners the trip will be a nice change of
pace because State College is a
real college town. The town has
over twenty bars that cater to
the students with all different
kinds of atmospheres. It is
also traditionally known for one
of the liveliest Greek systems in
the nation.

Yet, State College might be
completely overwhelming with¬
out a guide. For the benefit of
those without a friend at Penn State to guide them around,
here is a list of some of the more
popular places in the town.
These are also some of the best
places to go if you’re looking for a feel for the Penn State social scene.

For those faithful road-trip¬
ers that are of legal age, the
campus affords many opportunities
to guide them around,
result, the social scene is
moving away from the frats and
sororities. To get in to the
parties, one must know
someone in the house. Delta Sigma, Alpha Sigma, Phi Sigma
Champs, Sigma Eta, and Sigma Phi
Epilson are the largest Greeks. It might be better to find an
apartment party which will be
more receptive to visiting stu¬
dents and more fun.

Tailgating occurs before ev¬
ery home game much like it
does at ND. However, students are
permitted to tailgate. For
most students at Penn State,
this is a great way to get in the
mood for the game. Anyone
can park, just get there early.

The second key ingredient to the Penn State roadtrip, especially after the long
drive, is taking care of yourself, getting
plenty of sleep, exercising and eating right.
The campus affords many opportunities
for this, but many, many more
opportunities for simply having a good
time! With somewhere in the vicinity of
hundreds of students and one of the
largest Greek systems in the country, there
is almost never a dull moment on campus.
And, to be sure, this weekend promises to
be a particularly festive occasion.

The campus is almost never a dull moment on campus.
The Hezel Union Building (the PSU version of the Union)
houses a deli, pizza shop, and
cafe on the north side, which offers breakfast, lunch and dinner
until 6:30 pm on Friday. Although the food
is not open on the weekend, the HUB
has the place to go if you need any
other information about events or facilities on
campus.

The University Creamery, in the Borland
Laboratory, offers a variety of sandwiches,
and is open from 7:00 am to 5:30 pm
Saturday, and 10 am to 5:30 pm
Sunday. For more elegant dining there
is the Nittany Lion Inn (comparable to the
Morris Inn in price and atmosphere) which
is open until 8 pm Saturday and Sunday for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.

There are also countless fast food places
on the outskirts of campus which are
available for your eating pleasure.
As for student events are concerned,
the Hezel Union Building is the primary
place to go if you’re looking for art ex¬
hibits, recreational facilities or general information.
For parting information, which is
essential because it’s going to be a zoo this
weekend, stop at one of the traffic desks
located near all of the entrances to
the campus. They will be able to direct you
to visitor parking or to the tailgate area.
How do catchers in the rye save the children?

Last weekend, I met an N.D. grad of the early 70s, whom I will call John. John has AIDS.

My encounter with him brought the AIDS-crisis close to home for me. I was bored for a number of people, now dead from AIDS, a few of them priests. But John is a Donor whom I watched grow up. As a student, he was a campus raider; he was energetic, his name's a member of the Society.

After he was diagnosed, he came to the campus to say goodbye to the place. Father Sheehy said a private Mass for John, his brother, and sister, and afterwards hosted them to dinner. When John asks to receive the Sacrament of the Sick, the archbishop of his town came to John's home and anointed him.

This doesn't mean that John is entitled to be treated as a v.i.p. The truth is that the Catholic clergy tend to be very caring in their ministry to people afflicted with AIDS.

Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

In this scenario, it appears that once again, the villains of the piece will be the Catholic Church. Back in 1968, Pope Paul VI was advised that the use of contraceptives would reduce the abortion rate and the number of unwanted teenage pregnancies and would help eliminate the transmission of social diseases, as well as reduce the marital tensions that lead to divorce. The Pope's response was, "I don't believe you," and wrote the encyclical Humanae Vitae, which opposes artificial contraception.

In the wake of the encyclical came the sexual revolution, when the condom was king and the Pill was the queen. If the fruit of it in America was Roe v. Wade, herpes and other epidemics, and an unprecedented number of pregnancies and failed marriages.

A couple of years ago, Cardinal O'Connor was in Rome, attending an AIDS conference, and singnearer in support of the tradition. His "Good morals are good medicine," and the only medicine that the Church can allow? No couple practicing birth control believes that.

Condoms as a health measure or as a means of contraception would be a leaky sieve, I'm told; So, I'm afraid I'll have to write, But what if I were told by a teenager, who feels irresistibly tempted to experiment sexually, that a condom is the only thing that can save a life?" His answer is masturbation. How do we save ourselves? I remember the freshness he told me when he had spent Christmas waiting to hear from his doctor if he was sick with AIDS. "Where would you have been infected with AIDS if I asked? Is it gay bars of Chicago, he said, which he used to visit on weekends. Older guys, apparently, rely on their young partner's innocence, instead of condoms, to save them from risk. But who was there to save the child? They had in mind when he wrote "Good Morals are Good Medicine," and the only medicine that the Church can allow? No couple practicing birth control believes that. The money will be spent on projects helping children afflicted with AIDS. I think that he feels if he can help the children, his dying young will not be in vain."

John said catching save good night to his mother. Their faces, which were more than a few inches apart, as her eyes kept searching his wasted features.
NBA LEADERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Rebounds</th>
<th>Assists</th>
<th>Field Goals</th>
<th>Free Throws</th>
<th>Blocks</th>
<th>Steals</th>
<th>Turnovers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LeBron James</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giannis Antetokounmpo</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCHEDULE

**WEDNESDAY, DEC. 26**

*Eastern Conference*
- Chicago Bulls vs. Milwaukee Bucks
- Boston Celtics vs. Indiana Pacers
- Miami Heat vs. Atlanta Hawks
- New York Knicks vs. New Jersey Nets
- Orlando Magic vs. Charlotte Hornets
- Philadelphia 76ers vs. Brooklyn Nets
- Toronto Raptors vs. Washington Wizards

**THURSDAY, DEC. 27**

*Western Conference*
- Los Angeles Lakers vs. Phoenix Suns
- Denver Nuggets vs. Utah Jazz
- Golden State Warriors vs. San Antonio Spurs
- Houston Rockets vs. Dallas Mavericks
- Minnesota Timberwolves vs. Portland Trail Blazers

**FRIDAY, DEC. 28**

*Eastern Conference*
- Brooklyn Nets vs. Toronto Raptors
- Atlanta Hawks vs. Philadelphia 76ers
- Miami Heat vs. New York Knicks
- New York Knicks vs. Brooklyn Nets
- Philadelphia 76ers vs. Milwaukee Bucks
- Atlanta Hawks vs. Miami Heat

**SATURDAY, DEC. 29**

*Western Conference*
- Portland Trail Blazers vs. Golden State Warriors
- Denver Nuggets vs. Utah Jazz
- Los Angeles Lakers vs. Phoenix Suns
- Minnesota Timberwolves vs. Memphis Grizzlies
- San Antonio Spurs vs. Houston Rockets
- Dallas Mavericks vs. Golden State Warriors

**SUNDAY, DEC. 30**

*Eastern Conference*
- Brooklyn Nets vs. Atlanta Hawks
- Miami Heat vs. Charlotte Hornets
- New York Knicks vs. Cleveland Cavaliers
- Philadelphia 76ers vs. Chicago Bulls
- Washington Wizards vs. New York Knicks
- Orlando Magic vs. New Orleans Pelicans

**MONDAY, JAN. 1**

*Eastern Conference*
- Brooklyn Nets vs. Boston Celtics
- Miami Heat vs. Atlanta Hawks
- New York Knicks vs. New York Knicks
- Boston Celtics vs. Boston Celtics
- Philadelphia 76ers vs. Philadelphia 76ers
- Washington Wizards vs. Washington Wizards

**TUESDAY, JAN. 2**

*Western Conference*
- Los Angeles Lakers vs. Golden State Warriors
- Denver Nuggets vs. Portland Trail Blazers
- Utah Jazz vs. Houston Rockets
- Memphis Grizzlies vs. Dallas Mavericks
- San Antonio Spurs vs. San Antonio Spurs
- Houston Rockets vs. Memphis Grizzlies

**WEDNESDAY, JAN. 3**

*Eastern Conference*
- Miami Heat vs. New York Knicks
- Brooklyn Nets vs. Brooklyn Nets
- New York Knicks vs. Brooklyn Nets
- Philadelphia 76ers vs. Philadelphia 76ers
- Washington Wizards vs. Washington Wizards
- Orlando Magic vs. Orlando Magic

**THURSDAY, JAN. 4**

*Western Conference*
- Los Angeles Lakers vs. Golden State Warriors
- Denver Nuggets vs. Portland Trail Blazers
- Houston Rockets vs. Memphis Grizzlies
- Dallas Mavericks vs. Dallas Mavericks
- San Antonio Spurs vs. San Antonio Spurs
- Memphis Grizzlies vs. Houston Rockets

**FRIDAY, JAN. 5**

*Eastern Conference*
- Brooklyn Nets vs. New York Knicks
- Miami Heat vs. Brooklyn Nets
- New York Knicks vs. Miami Heat
- Philadelphia 76ers vs. Philadelphia 76ers
- Washington Wizards vs. Washington Wizards
- Orlando Magic vs. Orlando Magic

**SATURDAY, JAN. 6**

*Western Conference*
- Los Angeles Lakers vs. Golden State Warriors
- Denver Nuggets vs. Portland Trail Blazers
- Houston Rockets vs. Memphis Grizzlies
- Dallas Mavericks vs. Dallas Mavericks
- San Antonio Spurs vs. San Antonio Spurs
- Memphis Grizzlies vs. Houston Rockets

**SUNDAY, JAN. 7**

*Eastern Conference*
- Miami Heat vs. New York Knicks
- Brooklyn Nets vs. Brooklyn Nets
- New York Knicks vs. Brooklyn Nets
- Philadelphia 76ers vs. Philadelphia 76ers
- Washington Wizards vs. Washington Wizards
- Orlando Magic vs. Orlando Magic

**MONDAY, JAN. 8**

*Western Conference*
- Los Angeles Lakers vs. Golden State Warriors
- Denver Nuggets vs. Portland Trail Blazers
- Houston Rockets vs. Memphis Grizzlies
- Dallas Mavericks vs. Dallas Mavericks
- San Antonio Spurs vs. San Antonio Spurs
- Memphis Grizzlies vs. Houston Rockets

**TUESDAY, JAN. 9**

*Eastern Conference*
- New York Knicks vs. Miami Heat
- Brooklyn Nets vs. Brooklyn Nets
- Miami Heat vs. Brooklyn Nets
- Philadelphia 76ers vs. Philadelphia 76ers
- Washington Wizards vs. Washington Wizards
- Orlando Magic vs. Orlando Magic

**WEDNESDAY, JAN. 10**

*Western Conference*
- Los Angeles Lakers vs. Golden State Warriors
- Denver Nuggets vs. Portland Trail Blazers
- Houston Rockets vs. Memphis Grizzlies
- Dallas Mavericks vs. Dallas Mavericks
- San Antonio Spurs vs. San Antonio Spurs
- Memphis Grizzlies vs. Houston Rockets
SALE 179.99

A. Grundig Yacht Boy 230 pocket size world band radio is so small it fits in your hand. Large multi-function LCD with world time card shows the names of 43 cities with their time and time zones. Built-in clock has an alarm, sleep timer and operates on standard or military time. Has 13 shortwave bands plus AM/FM reception. 8½" Wx4½" Hx9½" D. Reg. 219.95.

SALE 199.99

B. Grundig Cosmopolitan world band radio is the all-in-one cassette recorder, AM/FM/SW radio and alarm clock, Cassette player/recorder is great for business meetings, lectures or simply listening to your favorite tapes. Alarm clock/timer wakes you to the radio, cassette tape or buzzer. Voice synthesizer states the current, or wake-up time at the touch of a button. 7 shortwave bands for a full range of world-wide broadcast listening. With mini stereo headphones and travel pouch. Reg. 249.95.

SALE 99.99

C. Grundig Traveller II portable SW/AM/FM radio is small enough to fit in your pocket or purse, designed for the person who’s always on the go. Has 13 shortwave bands, flip-open cover with World Time Selecting Switch and clock/alarm. With Humane Wake System that starts buzzing very low and gets progressively louder. 5½" Wx3½" Hx1¾" D. With carrying case and earphones. Reg. 119.95.

Sale ends November 24. Electronics, at University Park.
By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Writer

Another chapter has been added to the book of scandals surrounding major intercollegiate football players this season, and in this instance, the black mark is a change in the championship matchup.

A committee composed of five ball行政 commissions and mediators, headed by assistant director of RecSports Rich O’Leary, ruled last late that it was very unlikely that Carroll High School had used three ineligible players in their semifinal game against Lakeview. Since none of these players left the committee, they had no choice but to rule last Saturday’s game a forfeit in favor of Zahm.

The ruling places Zahm into

IH FB
continued from page 22
season for Keenan.
Both defenses are solid all-around, with Joe Mileti and Christian Petrucci leading the Knight defense from their linebacking positions. Zahm boasts no real defensive standout, but uses an attacking defensive style to minimize its opponents’ offensive success.

Both teams are excited about the opportunity to play for the title and the opportunity to play in Notre Dame Stadium.

“We are looking forward to playing,” said Wayne. “It’s an exciting opportunity.”

Casey feels his team is excited about the opportunity but will be focused on the game. “We are all excited, but I’m sure we will be prepared for the game,” he stated.

Men
continued from page 24
meets, but has three years of District experience under his belt. Last year, he finished in 13th place at the meet.

Burke is coming off an impressive showing at the MCC meet in which he finished second.

“J.T. Burke is light years better than he was at Georgetown,” said Plane.

The freshmen have made many improvements since their inauguration to collegiate racing at the Georgetown meet. Cower and Ruder finished 10th and 11th respectively at the MCC meet.

With the format of the District meet, the top three teams advance to the NCA meet.

“Our main goal is to finish in the top three. Whether we finish first or third, the reward is exactly the same,” said Plane.

Achieving this goal will require some solid running from the entire Irish squad.

“If our front two runners finish in front of the Michigan and Wisconsin’s front two runners and our third, fourth and fifth runners are near their third, fourth, and fifth runners, then we have a great shot at winning,” said Plane.

Luckily for the Irish, they have already competed very successfully on the District course—at the same one used at the Indiana Intercollegiate meet.

Notre Dame won the meet with two very impressive performances by Coyle and McWilliams who finished one-two. In addition, Ruder finished seventh, Drake finished 14th, and Burke finished 21st.

This win gives the Irish a mental edge going into the District meet.
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Hockey team hosts Kent; Bankoske out for season

By MIKE SCRUDATO
Sports Writer

A banged-up Notre Dame hockey team will attempt to rebound from last weekend’s 7-1 loss at nationally-ranked New Hampshire when it takes the ice for two games this weekend at the Joyce ACC against Kent (formerly Kent State). Both games will start at 7:30 p.m.

Each team is in its final season as an independent, as they are joining the Central Collegiate Hockey Association next season.

"Though neither team is one of the premier teams in the country, this is still a very important series," Irish coach Rick Schafer said. "We are both independent, and we both play difficult schedules. These games will weigh heavily on the teams that are selected for the NCAA tournament."

With only seven independents remaining throughout the country, only one receives an invitation to the NCAA. In determining which team gets the at-large bids, one of the factors the selection committee looks at is the amount of success the independent has against one another.

Last season, the Irish (3-1) won the season series with the Golden Flashes, going 3-0-1 in independents.

"Last weekend was disappointing, but we learned some lessons," Schafer said. "We didn’t show what kind of team we are. Our power play has been woeful (four goals in 28 attempts on the season), and we need to set our sights higher."

Despite the problems the Irish had against the Wildcats, Schafer is optimistic about the upcoming series.

"We’ve had a good week of practice, and we put some new defensive plays," Schafer commented. "We should see some improvements."

If the Irish win back-to-back on the winning track, they will have to overcome some crucial injuries to do so. Goalie Greg Louder, who started all 33 games as a freshman last season, has not yet played this season due to a broken hand, and is not expected back for at least another month. Until then, sophomore Brent Lohr and junior Carl Picconato will handle the goaltending chores.

Notre Dame has also lost senior center Dave Bankoske, the team’s leading scorer for each of the past three seasons, for the remainder of the season. He underwent elbow surgery on Wednesday for an injury suffered in the opening weekend of the season.

Women

continued from page 24

The Irish are pinning their NCAA hopes on their freshman sensations, Eva Flood and Stefanie Jensen. Flood has been Notre Dame’s top scorer in five out of its six meets, with Jensen setting the pace in the other.

Notre Dame’s youth movement this season has put the leadership qualities of Gorski and Bradley to the test, as they are the only upperclassmen among the top seven runners, and they have accepted the challenge. In addition to being the emotional leaders of the team, they have more than just held their own in the individual races.

Bradley, who has consistently been among the Irish’s top three finishers, is contending with the fact that this could be the last time she runs in an Irish uniform.

"I’m just going to run as well as I possibly can," said the senior from San Diego. "I want to be able to say I came out of the meet with no regrets."

Bradley should have none, as she has led the Irish to a second-place conference finish and a NCAA bid—an honorable feat considering the young Irish are a team of the future.

As far as the present goes, Gorski says they are poised to prove that their failure to win the conference was just a fluke.

"We’re not in the high-pressure situation like at the MCC’s," noted the Palatine, Ill., native, "so we hope to turn things around."

NOTE: Six at-large teams from across the country will also advance to the NCAA meet November 25th in Tucson, as well, the top three individuals from each district not on one of the two automatic qualify also earn berths.
Irish swimmers travel to Ball State University

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

Freshmen usually don't play a major role in the success of any team, but that hasn't been the case for the men's and women's swim teams this season.

As they prepare for this weekend's meet at Ball State, the women boast a 5-1 record, while the men have gotten off to a 5-2 start, largely because of the performance of the freshmen.

Rookies Meghan Beeler, Jen Dahl, Angie Roby, Cara Garvey and Lorret Horrenkamp all turned in first-place performances for the women in last weekend's 139-64 win over Western Ontario.

On the men's side, freshman Mike Keeley led the Irish with first-place finishes in the 200- and 300-meter freestyle events, on the way to a 114-91 defeat of Western Ontario.

"We have a group of really enthusiastic freshmen," commented senior co-captain Jim Birmingham. "Keeley has definitely been a strength in the freestyle.

This weekend's meet at Ball State will showcase several talented upperclassmen, as well.

Next weekend, the teams travel to Champaign, Ill. for the University of Illinois Dual Meet Extravaganza.

Women's hoopsters to take on Aussies

By JENNIFER MARTEN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's basketball team continues its preseason play on Saturday night as the Irish take on the Australian National Team at the Joyce ACC at 7:30 p.m.

The Australian team is on a multiple-game tour of the United States which includes games against Notre Dame, Northern Illinois, Northwestern, Minnesota, Long Beach, USC, Stephen F. Austin, Texas, and Louisiana Tech. Australia has already notched victories against Vanderbilt, Lamar, and most recently Louisiana State.

"Australis plays tough, in-your-face defense," said junior center Dione Smith, "it'll be a lot of defensive pressure."

Anticipating the tough defense, the team has been practicing for it and should be able to handle it.

Notre Dame enters the game fresh off a 89-82 season-opening loss to Athletes in Action. Senior center Margaret Nowlin scored 14 points in the contest against the Irish, while sophomore Sherril Orlowsky and freshmen Michelle Marciniak (13 points) and Audrey Gomez (12) also had double-figure games.

The Australian team has yet to lose in the United States thanks to the consistent play of Sandy Breuer, Robyn Mayer, Rachael Sporn, Marina Moffa-Pearce, and Shelley Gorman. Brendello went a perfect seven-for-seven in the contest against LSU alone with making seven assists. Maher and Sporn did the same open with 14 and 12 points respectively. Moffa-Pearce, Maher and Gorman played strong under the boards pulling down seven rebounds each.

With junior Coquese Washington and senior Deb Fitz-
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Magic's tragedy reminds us athletes are human too

Let me preface this column by saying that I don't dislike Earvin "Magic" Johnson. I just think he could have handled the HIV news better. I believe he was a class act, a great player and a genuine man. I am writing in this attempt to come to grips with a fact that is absolutely not my fault. At least not in the sense in which I see it. I have been punished - something we are all capable of and have all done.

It has been rebuffed time and again that Magic was greater than life, that he was a human. However, Wednesday the world was told how Magic contracted HIV.

As reported in the Chicago Tribune, Magic told Sports Illustrated that he had contracted HIV "by having unprotected sex with a woman who has the virus."

"I can't specify the time, the place or the woman. It's a matter of numbers," he wrote in this week's issue of Sports Illustrated. "Before I married, I truly loved the bachelor's life. I'm no Wilt Chamberlain, but as I traveled to new cities, I was never at a loss for female companionship. I was the one most NBA players looked up to when it came to living an evil life, the type of social life that most guys in the league wanted to lead."

Former NBA great Wilt Chamberlain recently admitted in his autobiography and in an interview with ABC's "20/20," he had sex with 20,000 women and felt he was being exploited.

Dr. David Frazier (of New York Knickerbocker fame,) on the night of Magic's public statement, told ABC's Ted Koppel that the pressure to mingle with "hangers-on around the court" was there, and must be especially stronger today (as compared to Frazier's players days), an especially stronger one for an internationally loved player such as Magic.

Because of what has transpired, while it may have once been appropriate to call him a great human being, he can now be called a typical human being. He succeeded at his job (basketball) and he was a sex machine.

Johnson-in that he has become not only one of the NBA's greatest stars, but also extremely wealthy, famous, popular--represents much of what is good about humanity. He is both a success because of his performances on the hardwood and because of his giving.

Yet privately, Magic typifies the human race in a different way, in that he led a hidden life of unchecked sexual gratification since the Roman emperors (and Wilt Chamberlain). Here, Johnson serves as a reminder of the imperfections of humanity. He is the quintessential product of human nature--as capable of attaining greatness while at the same time failing. Johnson should be held up as an example of what not to do. He is the prototypical fallen idol.

To teach such a lesson would be valuable indeed, as many individuals (especially the youth of society) would be better able to view the downfall of an idol as a warning to not make the same mistakes he did. Here in a man who had everything and squandered it.

Yet this is where the story will likely get controversial. For there is bound to be division over what is to be learned, a necessary result of divided opinions surrounding what was in fact Magic's mistake.

Was his mistake that he was a "male slut"? Or was his mistake that he didn't keep enough condoms for generosity's sake after Laker games? Or was it both? Should Magic have confined himself to just a few women and won protection?

If recent trends in discussions of AIDS, safe sex and sexual conduct is any indication, the failure to wear a condom will be cited as Magic's fatal error, and he will be pointed to as--he can't get away from this--as an example of what you and I must practice safe sex.

The NBA's all-star center, who has been a source of inspiration and motivation for people of all walks of life, will become the poster child for condom usage.

There are those individuals who would have the world believe that Magic should be seen as just a --
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Interhall football titles up for grabs on Sunday

Keenan, Zahm face off for 2nd time this season

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Writer

A rematch between Keenan and Zahm takes place this Sunday with the men's interhall football championship at stake.

The second meeting between the two teams regular season was won by Zahm 3-0 on a Matt Davis field goal early in the game. The score was a combination of strong defense and terrible weather conditions which plagued both offenses.

The game may be decided on the sidelines as the teams coaches scramble to prepare for opponents they only discovered less than 24 hours ago.

"We were preparing for Carroll, but it doesn't change a whole lot that we are playing Zahm," said Keenan coach Phil Wohby. "They do things differently on defense than Carroll and we will have to adjust to that.

"We played them before so we know what we have to do," said Zahm coach Kevin Casie. "They are going to have to put some new stuff in, but I think we can do it."

The on-field battle will be between both offenses who try and score two touchdowns which have held opponents at bay the entire season.

Quarterback Chris Hammond has been the main man for Zahm all season and will be leading an offense which has averaged 12 points per game in the playoffs. Complementing Hammond is Matt Seng, who leads the team in scoring from his tailback position. Another weapon for the Zahm attack may be receiver Peter Couri who has shown an ability to make the big catch.

The Keenan offense is guided by Davis at quarterback, and boasts the skills of Dave Deture at running back. Davis doubles as the Knights' kicker and has won two games this season.

Breen-Phillips, Lewis surprise top seeds to reach women's final

By ELAINE DEBASSIE
Sports Writer

At the beginning of the year, everyone was aware that Breen-Phillips and Lewis would field strong teams.

However, neither dominated during the regular season—B.P. finished third in the Gold Division with a 3-2 record, while Lewis snuck into the playoffs as the fourth-place team in the Blue at 2-3.

But after the smoke has cleared from the first two rounds of play in the women's interhall football tournament, the sixth-seeded Blitz and the eighth-seeded Chickens find themselves battling for the championship this Sunday at 1 p.m. in the Stadium.

B.P. and Lewis both have played each other this year, but they are by no means unfamiliar with one another. Lewis knocked off B.P. in the 1988 Finals, and last year, the Blitz defeated the Chickens in the semis.

Sunday's game is exciting and should be an exciting ending to a season filled with surprises.

Breen-Phillips

Breen-Phillips has done it again, knocking off Walsh and Pasquerilla West in the playoffs to put itself in position to defend its 1990 title.

The Blitz was quite capable of doing it too. They might not always have a roof-examining score, but their defense has held opponents to a mere 35 points since the first game.

Their will to win comes as no surprise to anyone. Last year, they won the championship in a tough contest versus Howard, and have always held tight in difficult situations.

The Blitz defense is the best in the league. Linebacker Kelly Guegin will be tough to get around, snanging two interceptions against Howard.

On offense, senior Lynn Irvin has been tough at the quarterback position and has proven that she can throw in the clutch against both Walsh and PW.

Lewis

The Chickens are known for sporting very competitive teams, and this year's team is no different. They were almost written off for the playoffs, but then beat the P.E. Pyros in the last game of the season to qualify for the tournament.

Lewis was ranked eighth going into the playoffs, facing top-seed Howard in its opening-round matchup. Howard had only one loss in the regular season, but the Chickens prevailed 6-0 in overtime.

In its semifinal game, Lewis proved its regular-season win over P.E. wasn't a fluke, dominating the Pyros in a 19-0 rout to reach the title game.

The passing game, led by quarterback Kristin Kirwin, has improved throughout the season. Kirwin's favorite target is tight end Julie Fleck, who has made quite an impression on the field.

The defense is strong, with senior linebacker Jill Beth Hayes and sophomore Megan Heyward leading the way.
Unbeknownst to most ornithologists, the dodo was actually a very advanced species, living along quite peacefully until, in the 17th century, it was annihilated by men, rats and dogs. As usual.

---

**CAMPUS**

**Friday**

7:15 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. Film, "Madonna: Truth or Dare," Annenberg Auditorium. Sponsored by ND Communication and Theatre.

8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Film, "Silence of the Lambs." Cushing Auditorium. Sponsored by Student Union Board.

**Saturday**

7:15 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. Film, "Madonna: Truth or Dare." Annenberg Auditorium. Sponsored by ND Communication and Theatre.

8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Film, "Silence of the Lambs." Cushing Auditorium. Sponsored by Student Union Board.

---

**Bo Deans**

Bo Deans in Concert

Nov. 19th

8:00 PM Stepan Center

Special Guest Will T. Massey

Tickets on sale at LaFortune Info Desk. $8 students/ $12 general public.
Cross country teams look to qualify for NCAA meet

Women hope to rebound from close defeat at MCC's

By JONATHAN JENSEN
Sports Writer

Hoping to bounce back from a stunning two-point loss at the MCC Championships two weeks ago, the Notre Dame women's cross country team competes in the District IV Meet at noon Saturday in Bloomington. The District Meet is the qualifier for the NCAA National Championships, with the two top teams earning an invitation to the big show in Tucson, Ariz. Last year, the Irish finished 14th out of 28 teams, but this year they plan to better their 1990 finish.

"Our goal should be for the NCAAs," said junior Lisa Gorski. "We shouldn't have anything else on our minds.

As usual, Notre Dame's district is extremely tough, with nationally-ranked Wisconsin, Iowa, Michigan, and MCC champion Loyola expected to lead the way. The only way the Irish will be able to garner one of the top two spots is if they keep their top five runners together throughout the race. However, this is easier said than done, since there are over 200 runners in the race, and it is quite easy to lose your teammates.

"Coach has said to look for the blue and gold and run with them," said Gorski. "It's a lot easier if you run with a teammate.

Irish coach Tim Connolly has been stressing the team attitude in practice for the last two weeks, since the Irish got away from running as a team at the MCC Meet.

"Everyone needs to sacrifice for everyone else," noted senior Diana Bradley. "You can't run for yourself, you have to run as a team."

MEN face tough task in defense of 1990 District title

By JENNIFER MARTEN
Sports Writer

It's finally here. The focal point of the entire men's cross country team's season has arrived. On Saturday, the ninth ranked Irish will face an array of teams from across the Midwest for the NCAA District IV meet in Bloomington.

"This is the most important meet in the schedule," said Notre Dame coach Joe Piane. And for good reason. It will be the highest and closest meet on the schedule. According to the most recent Division I cross country rankings, the top two of the teams from this weekend's meet are Indiana and the University of Indianapolis.

In Indianapolis this weekend were listed in the nation's top 20.

Michigan received the highest ranking at fifth, while Michigan and Notre Dame were not far behind with a seventh-place and ninth-place ranking respectively. Michigan State made the top 20 at seventh. In addition, Loyola and Eastern Michigan are also bringing strong teams to the meet.

Leading the Irish will be junior John Coley and sophomores Mike McWilliams and Mike McWilliams. The All-American junior has notched victories for the Irish in several meets this year. At the Indiana intercollegiate meet, Coley took the top spot while at the Midwestern Collegiate conference meet, McWilliams notched the individual victory.

"Coley and McWilliams have made tremendous improvements since the Georgetown meet," commented Piane.

Seniors Pat Kearns and Mike Drako, junior T.J. Burke, and sophomores John Cowan and Nate Ruder will provide plenty of depth for the Irish at the meet.

"We have a healthy respect for them. They don't give up in a match, and they'll definitely give us a fight."

Volleyball team takes top seed into MCC Championships

By RENEE FERRAN
Associate Sports Editor

The next step towards a possible NCAA berth takes place this weekend for the Notre Dame volleyball team.

The Irish (17-7) travel to Indianapolis tonight at 6:00 p.m. for a second-round match between the winners of the Butler-Dayton game in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference tournament. If they should win tonight, they would play in the championship game Saturday afternoon at 3:00 p.m. at Hinkle Fieldhouse on the Butler campus.

Notre Dame goes into the tournament as the prohibitive favorite, having captured the regular season title—and the top seed for this weekend—with a perfect 5-0 conference mark. However, there is much more riding on this weekend than just the MCC title and an automatic bid into the National Invitational Volleyball Championship.

For the Irish to have any consideration for an NCAA tournament bid, it is not only important that they win the big show, they must win their remaining six games. Thus, a strong showing this weekend is important to Notre Dame's NCAA chances.

"The team is excited about still having a chance (at the NCAA tournament)," said Irish coach Debbie Brown. "It's rejuvenated the team—we've had some good practices this week, and it helped us to kind of just end off to get some rest."

Notre Dame has two games in its five regular-season conference matches—one against second-seed Xavier and third-seed Loyola, probable title game opponents. The Irish also steamed up its possible semifinal foes, fourth-seed Butler and fifth-seed Dayton. However, Notre Dame is not taking its MCC rivals lightly, knowing that one mistake could mean the difference between first and second seed in the NCAA bid.

"Xavier, Loyola, and Butler are all teams that we can't run over," said Brown. "All three are fairly balanced and play excellent defense. They're the type of team that you have to work hard to score points against.

"We have a healthy respect for them. They don't give up in a match, and they definitely give us a fight."

Clark's talents merit two-way play

It's become obvious that Willie Clark is really the only game-breaker the Irish have on offense. Of course, necessity has dictated that Clark play on defense, where he can use his phenomenal speed to great advantage.

"So here's a thought to mull over: why not play Clark both ways?" says Irish coach Lou Holtz has promised to return Clark to his original tailback slot next year with the graduation of Tony Brooks and Rod Culver, but with the secondary playing so well, it'll be hard for Lou to resist the temptation to keep Clark on defense.

The idea isn't as crazy as it sounds. In the past, Holtz has expended on the benefits of a one-platoon system. Here's his chance to put his faith in two on a team. If Notre Dame is successful with it, what's to stop other teams from trying it?

Clark certainly has the tools to do it. In his 18 carries this year before being switched to free safety, Clark ran for 114 yards—6.3 average. While six games at safety, the sophomore has made his presence known. He has made 34 tackles, caused two fumbles and picked off a pass, running it back 25 yards.

The task wouldn't be as tough as you might expect. As much as Holtz likes to substitute running backs, Clark would get his rest. And don't forget that this is an extremely talented athlete in the prime of his life.

Projecting those numbers over a full season, Clark would be impressive on either side of the ball. But on both sides of the line, Clark would be big-time news.

"Anybody remember Gordie Lockbaum?" A few years ago, being a Heisman Trophy contender, finishing third in the voting simply because he played both ways. And that was at Division I-AA Holy Cross. Imagine the possibilities with Clark in the spotlight commanded by Notre Dame. This would be unlike anything.

Tennessee's Carl Pickens (I'm sure you remember him) was a Heisman contender when he played both offense and defense. He started playing only offense, his Heisman stock dropped considerably.

Besides, the Irish have a history of outstanding two-way players. In fact, it's almost a prerequisite to winning a Heisman at Notre Dame. 1947 winner John Lujack, remembered primarily as a quarterback, was also an outstanding defensive back.

Two years later, playing both sides of the ball, Lujack was snatched by the Green Bay Packers in the spotlight commanded by Notre Dame. This would be unique.

The tradition exists here as well. In 1952, John Lattner won the award after earning All-American honors on both offense and defense.

And finally, in 1956, the Golden Boy, Paul Hornung, won the Heisman playing quarterback and defensive back (even picking off two passes during his senior season). Obviously, the tradition exists here as well.

Of course, this move wouldn't be exclusively for the benefit of Willie Clark. If he isn't the free safety the Irish need, he can shift right over and play the tailback spot, with Jerome Bettis in the backfield. It's almost like giving four starters a bowl game each year.

"There is a tradition here that has been around since 1952," said Notre Dame's Joe Piane. "This has been around for a long time."

While there is still a lot of time before next season, it's still worth a thought. Go ahead Lou. Give Willie a shot at playing both ways next year.
Irish miss steady Hentrich
Junior kick specialist is a proven competitor

By RICH SZABO
Sports Writer

When the Irish take to the field to do battle with eighth-ranked Penn State on Saturday, they will be without the services of one of the key members of the team, kicker-punter Craig Hentrich.

Hentrich suffered torn ligaments in his knee during the Tennessee game on a field goal attempt and was taken for halftime. The kick was blocked, and recovered by a Vol player who returned it 85 yards for a touchdown.

"The ball was rolling around," said Hentrich, "and I was looking between my legs to try and jump on it. A couple guys were blocked into me and got me on the leg. There’s a lot of questions about the injury, and I’ll find out in a couple days what’s going to happen, but right now, we’re pretty optimistic about it.

The Irish kicking game will be weakened somewhat without Hentrich, who normally handles all the kicking duties. He has been an outstanding kicker the last two seasons, etching his name in the record books and gathering pre-All-American status this year by the Football News and College and Pro Football Weekly.

Impressive accomplishments for a man who didn’t even start kicking footballs until his freshman year in high school.

"I was a soccer player for eight years, starting at age five," said Hentrich, "and didn’t get interested in football until I was a freshman. I decided on the last day possible to play, and I’m glad that I did.

In high school, the player from Godfrey, Ill., boomed punts at a 42.7 yard average, including one for 75 yards, standing as the second longest punt in state history. He was good on 81 of 87 PATs and 26 of 44 field goals, and his superb performance was rewarded with a Super prep high school All-American status his senior year.

When it came time to choose a college, it was down to Notre Dame and Illinois. What made Hentrich decide on Notre Dame?

"I made my visit here, took one look at the homecoming parade, was completely in love with it," said Hentrich. "I’m glad I made the decision to come here."

Hentrich was thrust into the limelight his freshman year, initially handling kickoffs, and gradually moving to field goal and punting. He saw action in the first game that year, kicking off against Virginia in the Kickoff Classic at the Meadowlands.

"I’ve never been so nervous in my life as I was for that first kick," said Hentrich. "It was nothing new."

Hentrich then proceeded to turn some heads his freshman year, hitting 44 of 45 PATs and 4 of 5 field goals, and setting the single-season punting mark with a 44.9 yard average.

Over his first two seasons, Hentrich has nailed down 24 of 35 field goals and 85 of 86 PATs, including a Notre Dame record 77 consecutive attempts. This season, he has hit 5 of 8 field goals and recorded a 42.9 yard punting average, continuing his role as the consistent, sure-footed kicker.
Rod Smith prospers at safety

By RICH KURT
Assistant Sports Editor

From the moment you first begin to speak with him, Rod Smith impresses you as a young man who has thought his life together.

For his first couple of years on the Notre Dame football team, that was a problem.

The junior from St. Paul, Minn., had always been a Hot Pocket. In economics, and lists one of his hobbies as "talking with friends about deep philosophical questions."

But he now admits that excessive thinking hampered his game.

"It's taken me almost three years to get it out of my play, said Smith. "Now I rely on instinct, throw my body in there and make it up on my own keys and variables and try to figure out everything. It got to be too much thinking."

Smith came into this season as the heir to Todd Lyght's cornerback spot, with credentials to back himself up. Smith says, "I proved to myself that I could play in high-pressure situations."

Smith should get the opportunity to prove himself in more high-pressure situations next season with the pro calling.

"He's got an opportunity to advance in football. He'll do well wherever he does, " Cooper says. "A chance to prove himself with the pros is something that Smith looks forward to."

"I'm hoping to go to the (NFL) combine and do well, " Smith says. "I've accepted bids to play in a couple of off-season (all-star) games. I'm excited to have the opportunity to show myself."

To Rod Smith, football is only the means to an end, not the means itself. "Football will be a way to make the play. I used to set back-one of six freshman long snappers to arrive, he was a running back."

"I'm really enjoying strong safety," said Smith. "I get to play man-to-man on wide receivers, which I enjoy. You get drops and breaks on the ball you don't get at corner. It's been a good move."

The numbers agree. Smith is third on the team in tackles with 58 and has broken up a pass and intercepted three others.

Part of the reason the Smith made the transition so easily is that this wasn't the first switch he's made since arriving at Notre Dame. When he first arrived, he was running back—one of six freshman backs.

By the time the season rolled around, however, he was playing flanker, and did well enough that he was one of only eight rookies to monogram in that national championship season.

But in his sophomore year, Smith was playing defensive back, where he would stay for the remainder of his career. After starting his first game—against Michigan in his junior campaign, Smith had to get reacquainted with another role—that of backup. The shifts designed to shore up the secondary took away his starting role.

Fittingly enough, his next chance to start him provided with an opportunity for reclamation. It is a play that will be emblazoned on the minds of those who saw the game versus Tennessee last season.

With the Irish up 34-29, Volunteer quarterback Andy Kelly was looking to add to his 399 passing yards and two touchdowns. Less than a minute earlier, Kelly had thrown a TD pass to Alvin Harper, just out of Smith's reach.

The Volk recovered an onside kick and Kelly moved them down the field, giving them a first down at the fifth down.

However Kelly went to the well once again, and Smith read the play perfectly. With 46 ticks of the clock left, Smith picked off the pass at the goal line and returned it to the Irish 17-yard line to preserve the victory.

"The performance against Tennessee last year was the turning moment in my football life," says Smith. "I proved to myself that I could play in high-pressure situations."

"I'm going to try to prove myself with the pros is something that Smith looks forward to."

"I'm hoping to go to the (NFL) combine and do well, " Smith says. "I've accepted bids to play in a couple of off-season (all-star) games. I'm excited to have the opportunity to show myself."

The Observer/Jake Peters

Rod Smith (21) celebrates with teammates John Covington (29) and Ryan Mihalko (50) after bringing down a Pitt return man.
By DAVE DIETEMAN
Sports Editor

Typically, preparing a game plan for Penn State is no more problematic than preparing for any team that lives by the run. This season, however, Joe Paterno and the Nittany Lions have featured a surprisingly potent aerial attack.

"Defensive, this is the same Penn State team you're used to seeing," said Holt. "Offensively is where they're completely different. Before, they were very conservative in their approach. They always ran the ball well; they still do. But Tony Sacca, Terry Smith and O.J. McDuffie make that a different football team.

"Sacca has two outstanding receivers and a good tight end. These receivers are as good as we play against. Carl McGee was an outstanding receiver, as was Desmond Howard. Smith and McDuffie are a little bit different.

"They're smaller, quicker type and they're just as apt to catch a hitch and run 60 yards as they are to run down the field and catch it 60 yards," continued Holt. "Sacca protects the ball well and he's an awfully good scrambler. He is really having an excellent year."

(Smith (48 catches) and McGee (44) have already established several school records. Most notably, this is the first time that two Nittany Lion receivers have each hauled in more than 40 passes in a season.

Thus far this season, the bulk of Penn State's running duties have fallen to a trio of talented backs—Richie Anderson, Gerry Collins and Shelly Hammadys. As a group, they have amassed 1,267 yards in ten games.

Paterno's squad averages 36.5 points and 437.5 yards per game (254.6 rushing, 232.9 passing), and has only surrendered an average of 13.4 points and 261.2 yards of total offense (90.9 rushing, 170.6 passing) per game.

Given how his offense has been performing, quarterback Tony Sacca, who became the Nittany Lions' all-time passing leader in both total yards (3,556) and completions (376), this season, may, by season's end, be up to his billing as the best quarterback in his class.
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Irish fall to 12th in latest NCSW football poll

By JIM VOGL
Sports Writer

In suffering their second loss of the season, the Notre Dame football team plummeted to 12th in the National Collegiate Sportswriter's Poll, while Tennessee cracked the top ten.

Notre Dame's opponent next week, Rice State, stayed at number eight despite a 47-7 thrashing of Maryland. California took advantage of ND's loss, bounding over Penn State into sixth with a 27-14 win over Oregon State.

The top four contenders for the national title, Florida State, Washington, Miami and Michigan, remained static, with decisive wins this week, while the Florida Gators assumed the vacated fifth slot.

Georgia, UCLA, Indiana, and Arkansas surrendered the bottom four spots in poll, while Virginia, Stanford, Illinois, and Brigham Young are newcomers.

Offense
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The senior quarterback from Delran, N.J., victimized Notre Dame for 277 passing yards last season. The three touchdown passes which he threw in that game are a career high for the player who was billed as the best pro prospect at his position coming into college. This season, he is 144-245 for 2,175 yards, five interceptions and 18 touchdowns.

Joe Paterno

In his career, the Nittany Lions' coach has a winning percentage of .83 in the month of November, which includes seven wins (and three losses) against Notre Dame. However Paterno is only 3-2 against the Irish during Lou Holtz's tenure.

Keith Goganish

The 6-3, 234 lb. senior inside linebacker is second on the team in tackles among active players. He has 45 tackles (23 solo, 22 assisted), is third in all-purpose yards with 843.

Suffice it to say that whichever of those two fields Smith chooses to follow, he won't have to worry about overlooking work in some aspect of investment banking. I want to complete my education and get out of football."
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